about me... architect
lecturer
student
researcher ...
Confessions of a whining school boy...
NEW clickUP Training

Please view the NEW clickUP training dates on: http://www.click.up.ac.za/

WELCOME

IF you are a STUDENT please go here: http://www.click.up.ac.za/student

• Follow the Seven Steps to create your clickUP module.
• Install software from our Downloads section.
• Please note that you will not be able to access content marked as (INTRANET) from OFF campus.

GETTING STARTED - SEVEN STEPS

• Follow these 7 steps to create a module in the clickUP system:

  1. **Step 1 - Apply for access**
     • Complete the application form (INTRANET) for access and to have your student number activated.
     • Remember to request e-support@up.ac.za to open your modules for you. If access has not been granted you will be informed.
     • Install JAVA software from our Downloads section.

  2. **Step 2 - Library References**

  3. **Step 3 - Prepare content**

  4. **Step 4 - Look and feel / templates in the clickUP system**

  5. **Step 5 - Upload files**

  6. **Step 6 - Display content**

  7. **Step 7 - Manage your module**

- Jump to Top -
I'm not sure “everyone dies” is a great emergency plan.

reodorant.com
• Architecture (2350)

• Special collections
  ★ Pretoriana Collection (274) (incl Van der Waal - WDL)
  ★ South African Architects (627)
  ★ UP E-Press (5)
ABLEWiki is a publicly accessible, open access repository that documents and also creates awareness of our built environment heritage.

Search by name, address, location, suburb, designer, city, type or gps coordinates

Contributors

Henning
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To make an omelet you need to break some eggs...
• UP Space/ABLEUP collaboration
  – Important departmental project
    • Departmental profile
    • Unlocking research material
    • Student awareness of their own architectural heritage: *contextual approach*
    • Donation of important collections
• UP Space/ABLEUP collaboration

— Multiple years of institutional support
— Nationally the only of its kind
— Spin offs:
  • ABLEWiki
  • UP E-Press
  • ZA Wilhelmiens project
  • Collaborations with other (international) organizations
• Human capital

  — Relationships are of utmost importance, more so than the technology available

  — Thinking out of the box